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and making (some) people rich was at
the heart of that quiet revolution, the
Welfare State, of which most of us are the
unconscious heirs.
We’re told regularly that our society
and politics will never be the same again.
Unfortunately, we’ve heard that rather a
lot in the last two decades – after 9/11,
after the financial crash – and perhaps
our reaction will be a bit skeptical. But
for once this just might be true. We have
had a taste of the potential tsunami that
could be released by the combination of
globalised trade and travel, reactive and
ungenerous funding of public services,
uncoordinated international policies of
crisis management, and political
complacency. Many have been warning
for some time of the risks of global
pandemic, and many are now stressing
that the present challenge is a kind of
foreshadowing of what intensified
climate disaster might look like. It’s
harder to deny the problems when they
are quite so visibly on our doorsteps.
And – not really surprisingly – we see
yet again the resilience and generosity of
so many, especially those who’ve been
volunteering to keep the health services
going, and the inventiveness of all those
who are finding new ways of connecting
and supporting in the digital world.
Often it takes a crisis to make people
focus on what and who really matters to
them; and the answer seems to be,
encouragingly, that what matters is
people – relationships, a steady background of affection and trust, the ability
to nourish love and friendship by shared
activities and shared enjoyment.

My first thought as things began to shut
down in mid-March was ‘This must have
been what it felt like in 1939 – a great
disruption to “normal” life and no sense
of how long it would last.’ Well, we’re not
facing bombing or conscription, not even
rationing in the strict sense; but there is a
real echo. And it’s quite important to
recognise it: it’s a reminder that post-war
generations have been remarkably lucky,
and that our parents and grandparents
had to find their way in even more
uncharted territory, with even more risk
to life and livelihood.
Something about that wartime
experience undoubtedly fed into the
post-war social revolution. People had
been forced to think not just about
winning the war but about what it took to
create a society that had more genuinely
human priorities than had been on show
in the twenties and thirties. What
mattered most was to make sure that
society made people safe – and the
difference between making people safe
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Such a very basic thing! Yet our
politics and our working patterns have
stifled these matters pretty
successfully. If we find time on our
hands for thought during this strange
period of disruption, perhaps one
question we can be pondering is how
we connect our politics once again to
what we think really matters. If we
– or a lot of us – are cynical about
politics, isn’t it partly because we can’t
see that our public life reflects things
that matter to us, like the safety of
those we love, the future of our
children, the sheer stability of our
social fabric?
Human priorities: that’s what we
need to think through at this time: how
we make a society that is genuinely
secure for everyone, especially those
who currently have little leverage or
room to manoeuvre when things get
difficult.
And in the meantime, with all the
anxiety, and – for a good many – the
reality of physical illness and the acute
pain of loss – can we keep asking,
quietly but persistently, ‘What are we
going to learn from all this?’ Business
as usual won’t actually be possible; so,
we’d do well to think about what kind
of ‘business’ will make us more rather
than less human in the future.
Rowan Williams

Following COVID-19 Lockdown on
March 23rd the ODA suspended all
social activities, with administrative
functions now possible only through the
Internet. At the time of ‘going to press’
there is no clarity as to when we can
expect to resume our normal activities;
but fortunately it has been possible for
Francis Morgan to produce this latest
edition of The Dy’vorian from his home
in Arizona for online viewing.
We hope that you and yours are in good
health and that you have not been
afflicted by the calamity of the pandemic.
The notes on page 32 provide
information on the status of various
matters relating to the ODA. We will
update members by email going forward.

In Memoriam
John Bowen 1941 - 1948
(Maths teacher 1960-1978)

Professor Bill George 1946 - 1950
(President of the ODA 1995)

Haydn Davies 1947 - 1954
Mac Hemming 1950-1957
Hugh Carroll 1951-1958
Dr. David (Dai) Hitchings 1955-62
Frank Groom 1958-1963
Warren Gray 1959-1966
Keith Ackford 1965-1972

Please keep us up-to-date with your contact details when anything changes:

• Pos ta l a ddre s s

• e m a i l ad d re s s

• Te le ph o n e n u mbe r

Please let Steve Way know at steveway156@gmail.com
or by post to Steve Way, 9 Croftfield Crescent, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UL

This will ensure that you continue to receive The Dy’vorian and ODA announcements to members.
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Behnaz
Akhgar
1991-1996

Behnaz has become household name since she started
presenting the weather for BBC Wales in 2008. Behnaz can
been seen or heard daily, talking about the ever changing
weather in Wales.

My Dynevor experience was very
different to that of most of you reading
this article. What we probably all have
in common are great memories of a
wonderful school and fantastic teachers
who helped shape us for this wonderful
world. I certainly still think about what
they taught me on a daily basis.
I remember silly things like our
Chemistry teacher telling us not to take
pain killers for small headaches.
“Find the source. Are you hungry?
Are you thirsty? If food and water don’t
help— then you think about pain killers.”
To this day, I take his advice on board;
most times water sorts everything out.

I was born in place called Shiraz in
the south of Iran. Rumour has it that
Shiraz is where grapes originally came
from. I must admit the best wine I have
ever tasted was a homemade wine
made in Shiraz, so that says it all.
However, wine making came to an end
in 1979 when Iran’s new rulers banned
alcohol. They shut down wineries,
ripped up commercial vineyards and
consigned to history, a culture
stretching back thousands of years.
Shiraz is a very beautiful city with
wonderful weather and people. The sun
always shines. It’s hot in the summer,
there’s rain in the autumn and the
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I started my education in the UK at
Terrace Road School in Mount Pleasant.
In the year I spent there, most of my time
was learning English in the language unit.
I was told that I needed to go to Dynevor
Comprehensive as it was the only school
in Swansea that had a language unit at the
time. The reputation of the school was not
so good then. My parents and I were
super worried about my sister, Golnaz,
and me going there. It’s worth mentioning that my mum was the headmistress of
my all-girls school in Iran and both my
parents cared a lot about our education.
Naturally, they wanted us to go to a good
school.
We had no choice but to go to Dynevor.
We made a plan that once my English
was good enough, I would leave and go to
better school, closer to our house which,
at the time, was on Carmarthen Road.
In September 1991, I arrived at
Dynevor with broken English and a long
way to go. I would go to my Maths and
Science classes but would miss all other
lessons to go to the language unit. Mrs
Vanston and Mrs Harris spent hours
teaching me one-to-one and soon
I started attending more classes. I loved
school but I was pretty loud and liked to
laugh a lot, so I spent a lot of time outside
the classroom in the first three years.
I gave some of my teachers a hard time,
which I feel awful about now, but they
never gave up on me. They always
greeted me with huge smiles and helped
me work through my issues. Let’s face it,
there were many issues like any other
teenager’s plus all that went on in Iran in
the first eight years of my life.

Behnaz and sister, Golnaz, in front of the door to
their house in 1986.

winter is cold with some snow in the
mountains. Spring in Shiraz is the most
beautiful I have experienced. The flowers
smell amazing and the sun shines
without it being too hot. Spring is also
the month when Persian people
celebrate the New Year—always on the
first day of Spring which normally falls
on the 21st of March.
Enough about Iran, I guess you are
wondering how I ended up in Swansea
of all places?
Let’s go back to July 1990, when I came
to the UK fresh off the back of the IranIraq war. Believe it or not, when I got to
Swansea, I missed Shiraz like crazy. Even
with the war, it was my home with my
friends and, most important, my first
language which is Farsi. My parents had
made a decision and I had to go with it.
The reason we went to Swansea was
because my older sister studied there.
She got married and stayed in the city.
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By the time I was 14, and it was time
for GCSEs, I really settled and started to
work hard. I didn’t even want to leave
the school. I had made some wonderful
friends and I can’t tell you how much I
loved my teachers. Mr Webb was a bit of
a rock in some of the most turbulent
times. He was my form tutor and history
teacher. I often think about him and
how much he helped me.
I even remember the lovely dinner
ladies who gave us so much love and joy.
Although, as soon as I was 14, I got a
pass to go out for lunch and went to the
Windsor Café to get chips for 45 pence.
Goodness me they were so yummy. I did
wonder when my school was an all-boys
school whether students were allowed
out into the city centre or was it super
strict.

For sports facilities, we got to use the St
Helen’s pool and the Morfa Stadium,
neither exists today but with the limited
facilities, we did a lot. I remember playing
basketball at lunchtimes in the sports hall
and just feeling alive and loving life.
We had fashion shows every year in
the assembly hall which I always
looked forward to. We did some
amazing drama productions too, both
at the school and the Grand Theatre.
When I got to deliver a few lines at the
Grand Theatre it was one of the
highlights of my school days.
Obviously, I always wanted to be the
lead but, due to the language barrier,
I was never chosen. Although those
three lines made me feel like a lead —
a moment where everyone was
listening to every word I had to say.
I guess I have always liked to talk and
love an audience, although as I get
older, I get more nervous about talking
in front of a crowd, which is something
I am working on.
I remember the teachers with fondness.
When we were preparing for GCSEs our
teachers would have extra classes
through lunchtime and after school, for
us to practice. There was blood, sweat
and tears to make sure we all did well.
I remember our Maths teacher Mrs
Smith working tirelessly to help us get
through all the past papers. Our Biology
teacher, Mrs Bashford, was such an
inspiration. Mrs Kerslake, our Drama
teacher, was an angel, and I gave her such
a tough time when she started, but all was
good and well by the time I left. The list of
fantastic teachers goes on and on.

The last day of school with best friends. Left to
right Catherine Ayers, Claire Hayett, Behnaz and
Maryse Kivell.
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Also working here at the BBC are
Andrew Heard and Catherine Ayres who
were in the same year as me at Dynevor.
They both work in the sound department.
I am also still best friends with Maryse
Kivell who was my closest friend at
school. She is going to be one of my
bridesmaids this summer. Yes, finally, in
July 2020, I am getting married. The
wedding will be in Cheltenham, which I
am very excited about. We have family
members coming from all over the world.
We cannot wait just to see everyone. I just
hope the Coronavirus will be done and
dusted by then.
I started writing this article before
Covid-19 had reached the UK. It’s been a
crazy few month with the Pandemic,
making huge changes to all our lives.
I have been broadcasting from home
using Skype and when I do go into work
there are very few people in the building.
As much as it has been a scary time, we
have made the most of it. I am now a
master chef and not doing too bad in the
gardening department. I miss everyone
so much. The wedding has been
postponed, which I am fine about, and
I’m now looking forward to having
another year to build up the excitement.
I hope you are all well and safe.
I want to finish this article by saying
that I have so much love and respect for
The Old Dy’vorians’ Association. You all
make so much effort to keep the
memories alive and keep in touch. Thank
you for giving me this opportunity to
share a little bit of my experience. I do
hope to see you all soon.
Behnaz xxx

Behnaz at the Jigsaw fashion show in 1995.

After five amazing years at Dynevor,
I went to Tycoch college to complete my
A-Levels, then university—and the rest
is history.
Now you might be wondering if I
wanted to be a weather presenter when
I was at Dynevor. Truth be told, it was
all about the acting then, but once I did
my A-levels I started to think about
presenting and more specifically—the
weather.
Today, I am sitting in Cardiff, on a rainy
day, thinking about the good old days.
I now work as a Weather Presenter at
BBC Wales. Over the last three years I
have been lucky enough to do my own
show on BBC Radio Wales. Mostly, I am
on over the summer holidays and
sometimes I do cover throughout the
year. I am currently working on a
podcast idea so watch this space.
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First Responder in Scotland
By John Barrington (1956-1961)

John is a member of the Trossachs Search & Rescue team in Scotland.
At the time of writing, most of their time is taken up with Covid-19.
Already this year TSAR has dealt with more than 300 call outs, putting
on 24 hour cover, sometimes with all of their three vehicles on standby.
In the whole of 2019, a total of 207 call outs were answered.
Last year, John received the Provost of Stirling’s Award as Volunteer
of the year, for services to his community.

Trossachs Search and Rescue (TSAR)
does not rescue mountains, or people off
mountains. We leave that to the
expertise of Mountain Rescue. The TSAR
team was established 21 years ago,
specifically to build up resilience within
our rural communities, already feeling
the effects of rapidly diminishing local
resources. Resident police officers had
been withdrawn to centralised
headquarters, replaced by visits from an
occasional patrol car. Local doctors
found themselves uprooted and thrust
into the anonymity of medical centres.
Ambulance response times became ever
longer, local stations having been closed,
and people were often left sick, injured,
even deceased, awaiting assistance.
Team membership is steady 30 – 40,
with an even gender split, everyone a
volunteer. Covering a wide area of
central Scotland, we work from three

bases, Balfron ambulance station,
Aberfoyle fire station and from our
headquarters at Callander. Calls can
take us as far north as Tyndrum, east to
Stirling and west to Loch Lomond. And
sometimes further afield. Three fully
equipped 4x4 team vehicles facilitate
round the clock cover, pretty essential
under the current Covid-19 emergency.
We are deployed directly by the
emergency agencies, mainly Scottish
Ambulance Service and Stirling
Council, although HM Coastguard and
Scottish Fire & Rescue also call on our
assistance.
As First Responders for the
ambulance service, qualified TSAR
members are dispatched to attend a
casualty, often on scene well in advance
of the ambulance crew. In the event of
a cardiac arrest, time is of the essence;
immediate CPR and employment of a
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defibrillator within eight minutes. To
this end, under the auspices of the
British Heart Foundation, we provide
free, fully certified classes, training
over a thousand people every year in
these essential skills. In 2012, TSAR
began rolling out publicly available
defibrillators, with 160 presently in
situ, all checked on a monthly basis.
We have 25 survivors of such an arrest,
through prompt bystander CPR and
use of one of our defibrillators.
From the beginning, TSAR has
maintained a dedicated group of dog
handlers, with their highly specialised
search dogs. Not only will they happily
cover open ground, these dogs are also
trained to search through collapsed
buildings, attending at Glasgow’s
Stockline factory explosion and also at
the crowded Clutha Bar, when a police
helicopter crashed through the roof.
More recently, our dogs were put on
standby for Grenfell Tower, but not
deployed. Taz, the lead dog at Clutha,
was recognised with a top award from
Crufts. HM Coastguard call on our dogs

for shoreline and rugged coastal
searches, where the dogs have to wear
special boots to protect their feet.
With five big rivers and a dozen major
lochs, including Scotland’s largest by
area, Loch Lomond, water rescue skills
are essential. Not only can we operate
safely from terra firma, TSAR have a fully
mobile rapid response rescue boat. In an
emergency, the RIB can be quickly
brought to the location and launched
with a specialist crew. The rescue craft is
also used in the evacuation of casualties,
open water often providing the fastest
route to an ambulance rendezvous. The
22 mile long eastern shore of Loch
Lomond is a major section of the West
Highland Way, and mostly inaccessible
by road. On occasion, through more
extensive injury, a helicopter airlift will
be needed.
Skill levels are sustained by constant,
on-going and in-depth training and
assessment, alongside the Scottish
Ambulance/Air Ambulance Services and
HM Coastguard. Dog handlers and boat
crew undertake additional training.
On top of this, there is commitment of
members to cover operational shifts.
Under the present Covid-19 emergency,
TSAR has been providing 24/7 cover,
attending 275 calls, January – April.
Most of these come through Stirling
Council Social Work emergency line,
TSAR certainly support their many
communities. Quid pro quo, through
substantial sponsorship and local
donations, without any central funding,
Trossachs Search & Rescue can look to
another 21 years.

Taz won the Extraordinary Life of a Working Dog
category at Crufts in 2018
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A Life in the Law (Part 2)
Stuart Batcup (1956-1963)
District Judge Emeritus

This second part deals with Stuart’s time at Aberyswyth University.
In this formal graduation photo he looks rather sombre...
but was “suffering a hangover to beat all hangovers.”

We each took to University life
in very different ways. The resident
population of Aber at that time was
made up of about 10,000 souls. The
undergraduate population was about
2,000, which made us a very significant
group thrown on our own resources
for entertainment. We were all over 18,
could lawfully drink, and with thirtynine pubs found that there was plenty
of exploration to be done. Apart from
two Banks Brewery Pubs (whose brew
was awful) all the rest sold Hancocks
HB Bitter which became the libation of
choice. At one and three pence a pint,
we could comfortably afford fifteen
bob for a 12 pint bender on a Saturday
night. With it costing half a crown to

On 2 October 1963, along with four
other Old Dy’vorians, Roger ‘Tank’
Tancock, Roger Hillman, John Isaac
and Colin Williams, I arrived at
Aberystwyth (Aber) to start studying
Law at the University College of Wales.
The two Rogers and I were to live in
the Plynlimon Hall of Residence (Plyn)
at the far end of the Promenade of this
Victorian Holiday Resort. John went
to the Pantycelin Hall of Residence on
the ‘new’ Campus on Penglais Hill well
above the town, and Colin went into
digs. As a hangover from some sixth
form nonsense Tank kept calling me Vic
(a shortened version of my first name),
and Vic Batcup I remained for the next
three years.
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go to the Saturday Hops in the Parish
Hall, one and six for chips on the way
home, you still had a bob’s change from
a pound to pay for a hangover curing
coffee at Slaters Café the next morning!
In the Dynevor School Magazine
published at Christmas 1963 a letter I
had written was reproduced along with
those of some other pupils who had
gone to other Institutions. Re-reading
it now, it was very pretentious as it
focused on what I saw as the unique
‘Aber Spirit’ which I was heartily
embracing. There was no mention of
Hancocks HB which was actually a
very important part of lubricating ‘the
spirit’!
At the Freshers Fair held in the
Quad of the Old College (the huge
Victorian pile which dominates the
central seafront) we were bombarded
to join all sorts of groups and clubs
covering all manner of Sport, Welsh
interests, Politics, Students Union,
the Student Newspaper, Drama and

Music. When it became known to those
students above us that I had experience
of Gang Shows as a Scout, I was quickly
press ganged into acting as compere
for the Freshers Show to be held a
fortnight later. ‘The Committee’ were
very well organized putting together
various singing and dancing acts and
sketches from the newcomers with
me, dressed in an old College Striped
Blazer, as a sort of Bruce Forsyth
linking the performance.
They hadn’t warned me about
how raucous it was to be, or about
the tomatoes and eggs that would be
thrown at me. I was terrified, but got
through it unscathed, and was lined up
for many similar productions to follow.
Over my three years I played the
Pedlar Boy in a melodrama of that
name, Nicely Nicely Johnson in ‘Guys
and Dolls’, the Professor in ‘South
Pacific’ and Feste the Clown in
‘Twelfth Night’ I also served as Tour
Manager when we toured Austria
Dynevor Prefects 1963.
1. Stuart Batcup
2. Roger Hillman
3. Roger Tancock
4. John Isaac
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hops. Kenny Ball and his Jazzmen
would come to play at the termly Balls
in the Kings Hall on the front as well
as the Spencer Davis Group (Spencer
- a good Old Dy’vorian), The Animals,
The Alan Price Set, Unit 4 +2, and
even the Rolling Stones the year before
I arrived.
I confess to having had a wonderful
time, which was in fact supported
by the Dean of the Faculty of Law,
Professor D. J. Llewelfryn Davies
(1903-1981). His philosophy was
that as we were training to become
Lawyers we needed self-confidence
and organizational skills which any
outside activity provided. I think that
my high point with the Prof was when

performing ‘Twelfth Night’ for a month
in the summer of 1965. The play was
on the English curriculum in Austria,
and all performances were sold out in
advance, which meant that the working
holiday cost us just £9 each. I came
back from that with some amazing
memories, and a 1947 Bedford Coach
which came back with me to Swansea
in 1966, and was used for some years
by the First Mumbles Scouts before
blowing up.
There were also three Rag Shows
which I was up to my neck in during
the Rag Weeks we held every March.
In those days Aber Rag raised more,
by miles, for charity than any other
University in the UK, and was largely
planned and run by a group of us from
Plyn. The theme of 1966 Rag Week
was ‘Oats’ depicted as a small smocked
yokel with a silly hat in a cartoon
one of us had created. There were,
of course, all sorts of references to
‘sewing wild oats’ and the like in that
week’s events, and unbelievably ‘Oats’
seems to have survived as the Rag
Week theme for another twenty years
thereafter.
There was also a lot of singing,
not just in the College Choral Union
and the many Gymanfa’s that were a
feature of the life of Aber as a town,
but also of the Beatles latest songs
in the pubs which all had pianos.
This was, of course, the ‘Swinging
Sixties’, and although we were far
from most centres of population we
had our fair share of pop funded by
the profits made from the Saturday
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he took me aside after the
1966 Rag Show (which had
been written and produced
by two of us) to congratulate
me, despite the rather risqué
jokes that had been made.
It was a spoof Panto
named ‘Cinderella, or Oh!
What a lovely whore!’
One of the stars was to
be a well built 6’6” North
Walean named Arwel, who
possessed an amazing ‘rubber face’.
He was to play Oatistopholes, the
Fairy Godfather, clad in yokel garb
with a pair of wings at the back, and
a pitchfork with stars as his magic
wand, and was to launch the show by
swinging on a rope across the stage,
and then appearing at the other end
waving his pitchfork. Regrettably he
developed tonsillitis the day before
the production leaving me as the only
person able to take on the part. The
costume was cut down a little to fit
and the posterity of the first ‘Oats’
was sealed. I even took pride of place
on the Rag Queen’s float in the Rag
Procession that concluded the week!
In 1966 we also pulled off one of
the great Rag Stunts planned in Plyn.
About two months after the famous
theft of a priceless Goya from the
National Portrait Gallery in London,
our Pete MacInally smuggled a spoof
portrait by the Italian Master ‘Givetto
Aberraggi’ into the Gallery, hung it on
the wall and took some photos. The
story was scooped by the Daily Express
reporting that it had been there for two

Stuart (right) with fellow yokel and the Rag Queen.

days and gave the Rag huge national
publicity. The ‘Portrait’ had in fact
only been there for an hour or so and I
believe that it is still in the University’s
Archives.
With all this going on there wasn’t
a great deal of time for the Law, but
fortunately with only eight lectures
a week, one tutorial and the ‘Law
Forum,’ I was able to fit it in. Learning
‘hard law’ was a grind, but with the
benefit of hindsight, what we covered
was to stand me in good stead 25
years later when I first donned my
judicial wig. We did one academic
subject each year; International Law,
Roman Law and Jurisprudence which
weren’t of much practical use later in
life. Of the twelve other subjects we
covered Criminal Law was just one.
The remaining eleven subjects ranged
from the Law of Contract and the Law
of Torts through to Property Law,
Equity and Succession and to Family
Law. All of these subjects were the
daily lot of a District Judge, and many
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returned to the podium and asked us
all to write down precisely what we
had witnessed. If there were ninety of
us there, there were ninety different
accounts! Everyone had described
what they thought they had seen,
or what their minds told them they
had seen, which was something
quite different from what they had
actually seen. This was the most
graphic example of ‘false memory
syndrome’ that I ever encountered
personally, and was always at the
back of my mind conducting Civil
and Family trials over 30 years at the
Bench. Just think about a road traffic
accident trial with only one witness
for each side? The best evidence in
such cases was that of the damage
to the vehicles, not what the parties’
minds told them had happened in
the blink of an eye.
In June 1966 I graduated with
a decent Honours degree ready
to move onto the next part of my
journey. Of the thirty of us in
my year at Aber, one went on to
become a Circuit Judge, another a
distinguished QC (who died before
his potential was achieved), three
of us went on to become full time
District Judges, two to become Fee
Paid Deputy District Judges, and
one to be the Chief Legal Adviser
to British Petroleum. No wonder
the good old Prof was so proud his
Faculty.
(Vic) Stuart Batcup
1956-1963

of the Decisions I had to make were
grounded in those first principles
learned all those years ago.
However, again with the benefit of
hindsight, one of the most important
lessons I learned came from the
‘Law Forum’. This was a gathering
that was compulsory attendance for
the 90 or so students in the Faculty
every Wednesday morning before
the free afternoon we all had for
Sport. We all had to gather in one
of the larger Lecture Theatres for
a properly structured Debate on
something topical. The Prof was
always in charge and had already
selected Proposers, Opposers and
Seconds for the Debate. When they
had done their bit he would select
us at random to contribute to the
Debate which terrified the more
subdued amongst our number. As
we were training to become lawyers
it was vital that we should be able to
express ourselves and was probably a
good teaching tool.
During one of the last such
Forums we were reluctantly just
starting when a huge bang was heard
from ‘Stage Right’ of the Lecture
Theatre. The door burst open and
two characters stumbled in fighting
with each other. Heated words were
exchanged, a pistol produced and
fired in the air twice, followed by
some further altercation and the
antagonists exiting ‘Stage Left’. We
were all in shock.
The Prof, who had stepped back
while all this was going on, then
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David Iorwerth Mort
A keen sportsman, he was also proud
to have been, as a young boy, part of the
cast of a play in Welsh from his Chapel,
which won first prize at the National
Eisteddfod in 1938. Two other
Dy’vorians, Tom and Emlyn James,
were also in the cast.
After losing his beloved Barbara and
now in his eighties, his daughter
living in London with her family,
Iorrie remained independent. He
joined a Welsh poetry class and
composed several poems in
cynghanedd, and the strict metres of
classical Welsh verse.
He was a devoted and lifelong member
of Dinas Noddfa Baptist Church in
Plasmarl, and in latter years had enjoyed
weekly lunches with 4 other chapel
members at the Plough in Llangyfelach.
Their combined ages totalled 445 years!
Iorrie gracefully accepted that the time
had come for him to move to a care
home and he was very happy at Hengoed
Court, getting to know other residents,
enjoying his computer, playing on-line
chess with opponents from all over the
world and, surprisingly, joining the
Home’s choir, making up in enthusiasm
and volume what he might have lacked
in musicality!
He led a full life, filled with four loves:
his family, his faith, sport, and of course,
Dynevor and the ODA. He enjoyed
listening to and telling a good story and
always responded with a loud and
memorable laugh.
Remembered with affection, Mr Mort;
DIM; Ior or Iorrie, will be missed.

Born in 1926, David Iorwerth Mort was
one of twins. His brother, Thomas
Emrys, died when they were 4. Iorrie
grew up at Castell Graig, Plasmarl, with
his mother and younger sister Mair
(their father died when Iorrie was 8).
Welsh was their home language and
Iorrie remembered having to learn
English quickly when he began attending
Plasmarl Primary School. He entered
Dynevor in 1938 and was there during
the years of the Second World War. His
recollections of the 1941 blitz were
shared on Welsh language radio and
television on more than one occasion.
Iorrie studied Physics at Swansea,
where he met Barbara, also reading
Physics. After National Service he
taught at Cadle School. He and Barbara
were married at Zoar Chapel, Dyfatty,
and in 1955 he took up a post teaching
Physics and Maths at Dynevor,
remaining there until retiring in1984.
His devotion to the school, to the ODA,
and his recalling of past pupils was
always a delight to him. In latter years
he relished the monthly fellowship of
lunching with several of these pupils.
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Football Referee

From the Ganges to Stamford Bridge,
Highbury and White Hart Lane
Ken Wright 1959-64

Ken Wright started refereeing when he was at Dynevor.
He decided to take up refereeing after he realised that he
was not good enough to play good standard local football.

This season is my fifty-fifth as a
football referee and I find it hard to
believe that it was in 1964 I refereed
my first match. It was a games match at
the great football venue Ganges,
Townhill. Wally Quick, our PT teacher,
was not feeling well and I was asked, or
rather told, to referee the game —
which I did. At the end of the game
Wally told me, “Wrighty you will never
make it as a football player why don’t
you try refereeing”.
As I loved football, and he was
right— my football ability was rather
limited, I decided to take his advice
and, at the end of the season, I took a
Football Association of Wales (FAW)

referees course which I passed. Then
in August 1964 I registered with the
West Wales Football Association
(WWFA) and the Swansea Senior
League. That was the start of fifty-five
fantastic years which effectively
changed my life.
My first match was Glantawe v South
Gower, Division Six at Cefn Coed
Hospital, Cockett. What an experience!
I caught a No.12 bus to the end of
Townhill and then had about a mile
walk to the ground. It was pouring
down with rain and I got absolutely
soaked by the time I got there and I had
to change in public toilets, as there
were no proper dressing rooms.
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The match was a complete disaster,
13-4 with at least ten major decisions
wrong (according to the teams).
I went back to the toilets after the game
to change back into my equally wet
clothes from the initial walk and then
proceeded to walk through the rain to
catch the bus back home. I arrived
home with every item of clothing as
wet as it could possibly be. That was it.
No more! I was going to quit as I did
not want to experience that again.
However, the following week I
changed my mind and did two more
games in the next two weeks which
were slightly better. But at the end of
my third match ever, Wally walked
into the dressing room at Ashleigh
Road at 2:50pm and said,
“ Wrighty, will you do another game?
The referee has not turned up for his
three o’clock kick off.”
I agreed to do it and asked him what
game was it.
“ Top of the first division, Brunswick
against St. Joseph’s—Pitch Nine.”
I said “Are you joking?”
” No, I have no choice, you ‘ll be
okay,” he replied,
I walked out to Pitch Nine really
worried, this was a big game there was
crowd of a few hundred on the
touch lines. I called the
captains, tossed up, and said
to myself it was too late to
back out now. Somehow the
game went really well, three
cautions and two players sent
off. I walked off feeling great and knew
then I could do it, especially after a few

congratulations from some players and
club officials. That was effectively the
real start of my career.
I then got various promotions from
Grade C to A and after four seasons got
on to the Welsh League as a linesman
(assistant referee today). I was then
promoted to the Referee List after
another four seasons and spent twelve
seasons as a Welsh League referee.
During that time, I also spent three
seasons on the Football Combination
and Conference and was fortunate
enough to referee at Football
Combination level. It was a fantastic
experience travelling to grounds as far
as Weymouth, Worcester, Bath and
Kidderminster in the Conference. I had
many trips into England and had the
pleasure of visiting Stamford Bridge,
Highbury, White Hart Lane, Upton
Park in London and many other football
league grounds.
In my first season on the Football
Combination, all of my appointments
were either local at the Vetch Field or at
Bristol Rovers. Then by Christmas of
the next season nothing had changed.
So another referee, Dave Rees from
Swansea, and I advised the Football
Combination that we were running the
London Marathon in April (which we
were not doing) and would it be
possible for us to be allocated a
game in London on the Saturday
and we would only charge £2
expenses (no problem on
petrol cost as Dave had a
company car). It was
cheeky, but it worked.
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Fixtures came through, Arsenal v
John Toshack brought his Real
Tottenham at Highbury.
Sociadad team over to play in 1987.
We could not believe it. What an
During my career, I have been
experience as seventeen of the players
priveliged to referee Cup Finals for the
were ex- internationals. This then
FAW and a number for the WWFA and
opened up numerous opportunities to
also virtually every local cup final
visit the big clubs in London and the M4 including eight finals at the Vetch Field
corridor.
and also three at the Liberty Stadium.
I was also fortunate enough to be
I have also refereed for a lot of other
Fourth Official for three European Cup
Leagues in Wales as well. It has been a
Winners Cup matches involving Paris
great fifty-five years and last season,
St.Germain, Sporting Braga and Sliema
I was pleased to have become the first,
Wanderers and also had the honour of
and last, official to complete fifty
being on the same pitch as Manchester
seasons on the Welsh League when I
United. Swansea City had tremendous
decided to retire from the League.
success on the pitch in the John
I believe that no other official in Wales
Toshack era, but off the pitch it was a
has ever done fifty-five consecutive
financial disaster. Success was achieved
seasons as a referee and hopefully I
by big spending and it created a severe
have a few more left. By the time this
financial position, which put the club
article is published, I hope to a have
into administration and on the verge of
refereed in 2020 and then I would have
liquidation and possible
refereed in seven consecuextinction. However,
tive decades, from the
Manchester United
1960’s to the 2020’s.
agreed to come to the
I doubt I will make it eight
Vetch Field and play the
but, God willing and health
Swans. It was a
permitting, will give it a go.
financial lifeline and
All I can say is a big thank
helped to save the club.
you to Wally Quick, the
I was privileged to be
Secretary of the Swansea
there that night on the
Senior League in 1964, as
“line” on the North
without his assistance I
Bank .What an
would never have started
experience 28,000
and would not be refereecrowd, a night to
ing now.
remember. Later that
In school, I was known
year, I was a linesman
as John Wright, but in my
at Nigel Stevenson’s
refereeing and life since
testimonial match at
sixteen years old, I’m
the Vetch Field when
Referee Ken keeps up with play.
known as Ken.
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The President’s Awards
and the Annual Lecture
The Presidents Awards, which are
sponsored by the ODA, are given
annually to recognise students who have
persevered to continue with their studies
at UWTSD in Swansea despite having to
deal with difficult adverse personal
circumstances. Each year, the academic
staff at the University are invited to
nominate the students whom they
believe deserve recognition at an Awards
Ceremony which is held in October at
The Dynevor Campus with the students’
families and friends present, along with
their lecturers and members of the ODA.
Over the years Award Winners have
included students with severe physical
disabilities and illnesses; students
troubled by psychological and emotional
problems; students facing challenging
family circumstances; and students who
have fled political persecution and
criminal exploitation. They have been
remarkable for their resilience, determination, and courage in pursuing their

studies; and besides receiving a financial
award from the ODA, they are also
clearly gratified to receive recognition for
the efforts they have made from the
University teaching staff and their fellow
students.
After the President’s Award ceremony,
the audience enjoyed the Annual
Lecture. This year, Dr. David Jeffreys,
Egyptologist, talked about his archaeological work in Memphis, Egypt.
Dr. David Jeffreys in conversation with President,
John Walters after the lecture.

Award Winners
(left to right)
Alice Fribbence
(Surface Pattern Design
Joelle Evans
(Graphic Design )
Lee Davies
(Graphic Design)
Sarah Rule
(Applied Computing)
Tiegan Hughes
(Computer Animation)
Africa Olle Marina
(Fine Art)
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Our Trip Around Australia
28,000 kilometers in six months
Steve Richards 1966-73

Steve Richards has lived in Australia since 1980.
He writes about the trip he and his family made in 2006.

Australia has been in the news recently
for all the wrong reasons. Massive bush
fires have claimed lives, over two
thousand homes have been destroyed
and a billion animals have perished.
Australia is a huge continent with just 25
million people, multiple time zones,
climates and terrains.
We made our trip in 2006, following a
few challenging years as a family. One
day, pretty much on the spur of the
moment, we quit our jobs and took out
six months to travel around the country.
It turned out to be an amazing trip.
On 15 June 2006 we set out from Perth
heading north, intent on travelling
clockwise on the mythical “Highway 1”,
around the edge of Australia. We chose
the Australian winter to avoid the
extreme heat.

My wife Angelique, sons — James and
Alex — then aged two, and mum-in-law
Henny, were on board a 1998 Toyota
Land Cruiser chugging along on a 4.5
litre petrol engine, 135 litre petrol tanks,
and towing our low-profile pop-up
caravan. We had push bikes mounted on
the A-frame and numerous bits and
pieces, including a kitchen sink, on
board.
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Combined, the car and caravan
weighed over two and a half tons and
moved like a lead balloon. But it moved.
Where to start to describe 180 days on
the road? There’s only space here to
highlight a handful of events.
Firstly, let’s put Australia’s dimensions into perspective with some rough
road trip distances: Perth to Darwin
4,000 kms (the distance from Swansea
to central Turkey), Darwin to Brisbane
3,500 kms, Brisbane to Sydney 900
kms, Sydney – Melbourne 900 kms,
Melbourne – Adelaide 750 kms,
Adelaide – Perth 3,500 kms.
Yep, Perth is a long way from anywhere. That’s roughly the trip we did,
although we also went to Canberra and
Tasmania. In all, we covered around
28,000 kms with numerous side trips,
staying at fifty-four locations on the way.
The first stage took us up through the
rugged, mostly desert country in
northern Western Australia, which is
the largest Australian state, covering
one-third of the continent. The state is
about eleven times UK’s land area and
populated by 2.7 million people, over
two million of those in Perth.
We saw a lot more kangaroos, and
other wildlife, than people most of the
time, including huge swirling clouds of
budgerigars, which are native in
northern Australia. We also saw
countless birds of prey, dingoes and wild
pigs.
The climate changes from temperate
in Western Australia’s south-west, to
Mediterranean around Perth and then
tropical in the far north.

Kununurra was our first major
destination, and we took a month to get
there, camping and exploring around a
range of regional towns. These included
Monkey Mia (feeding the wild dolphins),
Broome (camel rides on the beach, the
Japanese pearl-divers cemetery), Fitzroy
Crossing and Halls Creek, then onto
Kununurra, the latter home to Lake
Argyle, a freshwater reservoir covering
1,000 square kilometers.
As you head to the far north the
sparse, flat desert is progressively
replaced with orange-green low hills
covered in big oblong boulders, with
occasional giant Boab trees, and huge
ant-hills, some six feet tall, plus
numerous rocky gorges.
The next run took us over the
Northern Territory (NT) border,
heading for Darwin, the most northerly
Australian capital city, where the
tropical climate rarely delivers days
below 25C.

Boab tree, North-Western Australia
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The summer wet season is November
to April, with high humidity (sometimes
80%+), monsoonal rains and tropical
storms and can get up to 33C (91F)
daytime. Darwin’s population is about
150,000, including lots of international
backpackers mixing in with the locals,
who view all other Australians as
“Southerners.”
Darwin has a strong Asian heritage,
being relatively close to Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore. There’s also a
large indigenous population and presence
in the NT, spread across many remote
communities.
There’s no beach culture in the NT as
there are too many things in the ocean
that can kill you. We day-tripped to a few
special outback spots like Kakadu
National Park, famous for its wet season
massive bird migrations, and Litchfield
National Park which has a waterfall and
swimming pond with surrounding trees
full of fruit bats. The night sky in the north
is amazing. Away from the towns you
unbelievably see many more stars,
including the Milky Way, in fine detail.
Before I move on, a few words about
how we lived on the trip; the caravan had
a double bed at each end which extended
out from the main body when the roof was
jacked up. Mum-in-law Henny generally
slept in her tent outside or inside the van’s
canvas annexe. The caravan had a
compact, fully-equipped kitchen with a
fridge, cook top and sink but we only used
these when it was raining or cold. We
stayed at caravan parks with powered
sites, and used the shared cooking,
dining, clothes-washing and bathroom

facilities. This was cost-effective and we
got to meet loads of people along the way.
The next stage took us up to northern
Queensland and the Great Barrier Reef.
But that’s not a straight line. You head
south for 1,000 kms to Three Ways
Roadhouse, named, well you guessed it ….
On the way we passed through
Katherine and other towns, including
Mataranka, famous for its incredible
billabong (oasis) and the setting of the
1908 novel We of the Never Never.
Then we turned left up through north
western Queensland which takes you
through savanna territory and frontier
cattle-raising towns like Camooweal,
Croydon and Cloncurry, where everyone
wears cowboy hats.
At its height, in the 1880’s, Croydon
had a population of 7,000, after gold
was discovered there. There’s 350
people left and not much else out there

Outback highway, North-Western Queensland
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relatively few off-road trips, but
“Cruisers” go anywhere and are revered in
Australia. Ours, already 8 years’ old when
we bought her, never missed a beat. She
had several services done around
Australia and sustained a couple of slow
tyre leaks, but she never missed a beat.
And on the odd occasion when we had to
overtake road-trains doing 100+ k’s, the
Cruiser got us there. As I write, we have
the car up for sale after 14 years. There’s
over 323,000 k’s on the clock and she will
go that distance again if regularly
maintained! Want to buy a great car?
Our first stop in northern Queensland
was Kuranda in the tablelands looking
down on Cairns and the Great Barrier
Reef. You’re literally in the clouds there.
There is some amazing coastline here,
reaching north up to the Daintree Rain
forest and then for hundreds of
kilometers south. We used Cairns as a
base to head north and out to the Barrier
Reef, which is an amazing sight. From
there we chugged south via stops in
Mission Beach (magical palm tree beach
place, looking out at Dunk island, but
sadly decimated by a cyclone some years
back), Townsville, Airlie Beach (with
some more incredible trips offshore
including Whitehaven which is stunning),
and Mackay.
A quick anecdote about an incident in
Townsville. I dropped my wallet on the
floor in a café, which went unnoticed until
we got back to the caravan park. On a
panicked drive back to the café my mobile
rang and it was a mate in Perth. Someone
had found my wallet and a contact
number and called them. I got lucky.

except the Club Hotel pub, a grocer’s
and a caravan park.
We visited the gold dig sites outside
town, which are left untouched to this
day. On the way to Croydon, we also
stopped in at Kurumba and Normanton
on the Gulf of Carpenteria, whose
economy is mainly from fishing.
The roads get dodgy out this way, with
one 200km stretch having bitumen only
in the middle, with red dust sides. When
the road trains (four-stage trucks over 50
meters long and weighing 80 tons) come
at you doing 110kph you pull over and let
them pass. They don’t stop for you!
This is a good point to talk about our car
and how it performed. If you want a
bullet-proof vehicle, get a Toyota
Landcruiser! They’re built to military
specs and are incredibly rugged. We did

Whitehaven, from Hill’s Inlet, Whitsundays,
Queensland
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We met them back at the café and were
incredibly grateful. An act of kindness by
a complete stranger. Nice.
By now, we’d been on the road two
months. This run is down the very green
coastal plain with a backdrop of the
sugarcane fields and tableland
mountains with constant tropical
clouds above.
The near shore waters here are also too
dangerous to swim in, but at the Barrier
Reef, which starts 16 kms offshore, it’s
pretty safe to swim and dive.
The next major destination was
Brisbane, southern Queensland.
En route we stopped at several towns,
including Yeppoon, Hervey Bay and
Noosa. From these bases we explored
inland and offshore, including Fraser
Island, the world’s largest sandy island
and famous for its wild dingoes (native
wild Australian dogs) and Great Keppel
Island on the Reef. We also went whale
watching and got up close with some
humpbacks.
Brisbane, capital of Queensland, is an
attractive city of 2.4 million, with a
warm, sub-tropical climate. Unfortunately, it has no beaches, just mangrove
swamps. So, they built a beach in the
middle of the city which is pretty cool.
We spent a day or two there resting up,
and travelled out around the local coast.
The nearest beaches south are around
Surfers Paradise, probably the most
misnamed location in Australia for my
money. Hideous skyscrapers on the
beach side, rip tides in the ocean and an
overall sleazy feel, being the centre of
much of Australian organised crime.

At the time, it did at least have some
amazing theme parks at which we spent
a couple of days. Water World, was fun
for the kids.
On we went towards Sydney. On the
way, we spent time along some beautiful
coastline including Hastings Point and
Port Stephens. Through that stretch we
travelled inland to some green and
interesting country towns with names
like Murwillumbah, Bilambil,
Tumbulgum, Bangalow, Clunes,
Lismore and Nimbin. The latter is
Australia’s best-known hippie colony.
Let’s just say there’s a lot of high people
there. One memorable moment on this
stage was in the short estuary at
Nambucca Heads when standing in the
flat water fishing, along comes a shark
fin, gilding just above the surface. It
went straight past me. Good thing.
Next stop Sydney — Part Two in TOD 38.
Steve completed his A-levels at Dynevor
in 1973, moved to London and completed
a three-year BSc degree at the City
University in 1976, before emigrating to
Perth, Western Australia in 1980.
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Year ‘59 Celebrate a 60th Anniversary

On Friday evening 6 September 2019
about 30 former pupils of the Year of
1959 gathered in the Ivey Suite of the
Grand Hotel in Swansea to celebrate the
60th anniversary of their admission to
Dynevor. As our picture shows, we were
fortunate to have the company of the
late Mr Iorrie Mort. Sadly, this was to be
the last of the countless ODA events that
Iorrie supported so generously during
his long association with the school.
Our gathering in the evening was
preceded by an afternoon tour of the
Dynevor Campus of the University of
Trinity St David, led by the University’s
Provost and Executive Dean, Professor
Ian Walsh, to whom we are grateful for
giving so generously of his time. For
those of us who had not revisited
Dynevor since leaving the school in the
1960s, it was a rare opportunity to
revisit our former classrooms (now
often transformed beyond recognition!)
and to learn from Ian about the many
exciting HE courses that are available at
UWTSD on the site of our old school.

As the photo suggests, the evening’s
celebrations were greatly enjoyed by all
who attended.
In the course of the evening, life in the
sixties at Dynevor was brought into
sharper focus with the help of two B&W
slideshows from our website:
Kevin’s Candid Camera:
www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk/kevins-candidcamera/

and Eric’s Archive:
www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk/erics-archive/
We are grateful to Kevin Williams and
Eric Karklins, both Year of ’59, for
having compiled this unique collection
of photographs (while still at Dynevor)
and for making them so freely
available. Our thanks also go to the
ODs who helped to organise the event,
notably Peter Samuel, Phil Stone, Billy
Gibbs, Brian Perman and Lionel
Hopkins, and to all who attended.
Phil Stone
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Dynevor’s Picasso

The Art of Adrian Davies (1955-1961)

Cartref 1978 Acrylic on canvas, 46" x 46"

In the last edition, we saw Adrian’s drawings. In this edition,
we look at his work developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Politically and culturally 1978 was a
fast moving and somewhat troubled
time. In September of that year the
studio awaiting Adrian Davies at the
University of Reading was to become a
haven. The studio was at the end of a
long single floor building and in close
proximity to the Sciences Departments.
The studio was large and had a high
ceiling, perfect for creating large works.
Each MFA student had their own key.
Having started at the university
several weeks before the Michaelmas
Term had officially begun, Davies was
already in his stride. Following an
afternoon visit to the refectory, he
returned to his studio reacting angrily
and critically at the painting he had
started. Within minutes he wanted to

destroy the work — with an axe, if
necessary. This was a good moment, he
had seen the danger of drifting into a
situation of possible complacency! An
hour later he envisaged incarcerating
the painting into a “crate” where it could
be covered and then held in a state of
limbo. With considerable awkwardness
in constructing such a piece, he decided
to make a much larger frame which
would “house” the “masked” work. He
titled the work “In Transit.” The original
painting measured 36" x 36", but the
“new” work became 72"h x 48"w. With
the addition of muslin, which was
painted with white primer stretched
across the back of the frame, a very
different sensation had transpired. This
was closer to what Davies was seeking.
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In 1977 during Davies’ interview,
Professor Terry Frost had reacted
extremely positively to some of the works
shown, but thought there might be a
danger of “painting” being sacrificed for
“illustration” and immediately Davies
saw this too! This was probably the cause
of the violent reaction which had
occurred, however many weeks went by
experimenting with thoughts, actions
and numerous techniques deployed.
There was a proliferation of small
painted studies and mixed - media
constructions along with several series of
“drawings”, some with a combination of
oils, acrylics, chalk and oil pastels. An
important phase due mainly to a desire
to create visual change, and as important, something unexpected occurring!
Adrian was influenced by the collaboration between the great French artist
Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso and
their creation of Cubism. Of course, this
magical pairing had a deep and profound
effect on art in general from that time
onwards. At a much lower level, but
equally important to his development,
Davies had begun engineering his own
metamorphosis.
The big questions remained What?
How? When? And Why? The transience
of our existence. The meaning of life.
Why produce art? Is there a reason to
make art? Davies pondered these
questions with other students studying
for their Master’s degree in Fine Art.
Some found the isolation of being a
Masters student difficult compared with
that of the undergraduate, where tuition
and constant consultation was available.

YMA 1978-1980 Painted construction, raw
canvas, acrylic on wood, polythene and string,
muslin 96" x 96" x 8"

It was the converse for Adrian, having
been a full - time teacher in a variety of
institutions, with the concerns of others
being paramount.
With London and Oxford close to
Reading, it was relatively easy to visit Art
Galleries and special exhibitions. There
was also a very good lecture programme
available to those undertaking the Fine
Art degree courses. Distinguished artists
such as Richard Hamilton and Richard
Long were just two of many.
Terry Frost was experiencing a surge of
interest in work he had produced in the
Sixties, a time of excitement and changes
throughout the world, with a great focus
on what was happening in the UK.
A wonderful person to be taught by,
Terry was both entertaining and
informative. Usually he visited the studio
each month and he’d enter like an eagle,
spotting something possibly overlooked
or neglected. Other times, instantly
seeing progress being made, and the
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offer of fish and chips at the
“local” accompanied by a game of
darts.
In March of 1979, Terry Frost
thought Adrian should begin showing
some of the work he was producing,
suggesting the Glynn Vivian Art Gallery
and Museum in Swansea as a convenient
and appropriate place to start. In the blink
of an eye plans were underway. The
schedule from the Glynn Vivian was to
“show” from early December until early
January 1980.
The University would pay for all
transportation costs. At the same time
very helpful discussions with Sybil
Crouch, then Director of the West Wales

Nixon's Floor 1980 - 1982 Oil and acrylic
paintings of objects and actual objects, on canvas
covered board 40" x 48" x 6"

Association for the Arts, was able to
provide a small bursary to cover advertising expenses. Another important figure
in the Welsh Arts Council at that time,
Isabel Hitchman, was most enlightening
in her comments after seeing Adrian’s
work at his studio in July 1979.
Autumn was underway, the onrush of
the Swansea exhibition loomed heavily,
there were so many extra chores to deal
with. The exhibition opened, a young
South Wales Evening Post reporter,
obviously enthusiastic wrote a very good
article, stating very succinctly “he has
taken the materials normally painted on
to paint with!” She was referring to his
early attempts to strip back to the
essential question of what constitutes the
act of painting?
This second year and into 1980 was
flying by. Life was busy and exciting for
both his wife, Frances, and Adrian. In
March, their lives would change forever.
Tragedy and disaster shook the whole
family when brother-in-law, Tony, was

Metamorffosis 1982
Acrylic, oil mixed media assemblage
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killed in a traffic accident. On the way
home, after visiting Adrian with his
family, Tony was tragically killed on the
roadside by a passing motorist while he
was assisting at a car breakdown. His
untimely death created a massive and
empty void. Frances and Adrian sped
quickly to Bridgend Hospital where the
family members were admitted. It would
be a long time before they were able to
return to Reading.
When Professor Terry Frost heard about
the incident he wrote a letter offering full
support and reassuring Davies he had
enough work to be awarded his Master’s
degree, should he not be able to return to
the course, though hopefully he’d find the
strength to return to painting. In April of
1980, Davies was back in his studio but
initially found great difficulty in resuming
the works in progress. He remembered
that Tony had given him some lengths of
3mm thickness battening, and quite soon
the construction of three variations on a
crucifix form were created as homage to
his brother-in-law. These works were
included in his degree exhibition, though
Davies was not in attendance at the
opening, and ultimately decided to
receive his Masters Degree in Fine Art in
absentia.
This latter part of what had been a
joyous experience was over. The prospect
of the upheaval of moving back to
Hereford and the dismantlement of his
beloved studio at the University added
more sorrow to an already bleak set of
circumstances. Fortunately, he was
offered the opportunity of teaching at the
Hereford College of Art and Design with

Thicket 1980 Drawing on cartridge paper
33" x 22"

his senior lecturer salary safeguarded.
During visits to Hereford that summer
Davies and his family were able to view
the building where he was to begin
teaching that September. The set-up was
appalling, as much rubbish was strewn
across the cobbled courtyard of the
stables building as there was inside! There
and then his mother-in-law vowed that
she would assist him in its renovation.
The irony being that until 1978 this
building had belonged to Hereford
College of Higher Education, and was
used by the Physical Education Outdoor
Pursuits Department — its main function,
to house canoes ! It was incredulous to
believe that any student should find
educational excellence under those
dreadful conditions !
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previous year were dumbfounded by the
change, and it was to pay dividends very
quickly! Instead of not wishing to be in
the building, students became motivated
and came when not timetabled — to
continue working! Upstairs was where
Davies made use of a fairly large room,
this was to be his studio.
Davies was very familiar with
businesses in Hereford and was able to
continue with that association, especially
with David Lowe, Paper Merchants in
Edgar Street. He chose to visit personally
when ordering materials and there was
always the offer of taking away sacks of
paper-offcuts which otherwise would
have been incinerated. Often these sacks
contained good quality cartridge paper,
heavier weights of sugar paper and
pieces of cards.
Following the tragedy of losing his
brother-in-law, the closure of the
Hereford College that he adored and
leaving the studio at Reading, Davies
began to feel the embracing warmth of
Hereford once again.
During the bleak period at the family
home in March 1980, Adrian had been
busily occupied with making arrangements, which took several weeks. One day
he decided to take a walk in the valley
below the village. The river Clydach valley
had once housed a colliery. Operations
had ceased in the early 1960’s, nature was
steadily reclaiming it’s territory. In the
depths of despair Davies noticed the
arrival of Spring. Trees were budding,
birds were singing. What he experienced
on this walk would continue feeding him
for the rest of his life.

Fall 1984 Acrylic on board, 17” x 17” x 2”
Shows influence of Ceri Richards.This is reminiscent of
Richard’s series La Cathedrale Engloutie — the drowned
cathedral, music by Claude Debussy. The musician greatly
influenced Ceri Richards.

Contacting the Hereford Authority
enabled the clearing of the debris outside
the building and suddenly the very fine
cobbled courtyard looked resplendent!
(The removal of the rubbish also
included the emptying of piles of junk
from inside the “work” areas). The next
phase was to give all floors, walls and
ceilings a thorough cleansing and
washing. It was now ready for painting.
The application of several coats of white
to walls and ceilings made a vast
difference. The next stage entailed
appropriate furnishings and the
establishment of individual work
stations. Each station had a table, chair,
easel, drawing board, and basic packs of
materials. There was considerable
wall-boarding for display of work, again
re-painted white. Students from the
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Heirlooms
I have been thinking
back to my time at
Dynevor and wondered
if I still own anything
now that was a prized
possession in my school
days. Unlikely, as I have
moved many, many
times since I left
Dynevor and I now live
in Tucson, Arizona.
I had a large collection
of football programmes, one for every
club in the first to fourth divisions. I’m
not sure where they are now. Maybe in a
box in my sister’s attic in Treboeth. For a
long time, I had my report book from
school, it logged my exam results
throughout my school life, it even
recorded my height and weight. That has
disappeared too. And where is the
artificial glass eye that my uncle gave me;
a prized possession — long since gone.
Then I remembered I still have my
Elvis Presley LP. I was in the second
year at Dynevor when classmate, Bob
Overd, asked if I wanted to swap my toy
Corgi car for the Elvis album. This was in
1957, when not many 12 -year olds knew
who Elvis was. The album was Elvis’s
first, released in the UK in October 1956.
My parents had bought me a record
player for Christmas a few months earlier
so I was interested. At the time, my
record collection consisted of LPs that my
parents thought I’d like — records by
American crooner, Perry Como and the
British comedian, Dave King. There was
one record in my collection of three that
I did like — Rock Around the Clock by

The cover of Elvis’s debut
album was in this tattered
condition when I took
ownership. Despite a
scratchy first track on side
one, it is still well-played.

Bill Haley. That record
was given to me by a
friend of my mother,
Mrs Bowen, who was
the sister of footballers,
John and Mel Charles…
but that’s another story.
Bob told me that the Elvis record was
Rock & Roll just like Rock Around the
Clock, so I agreed to the swap. It wasn’t a
difficult decision as the Corgi car had cost
me nothing. My cousin, a year younger
than me, had taken me to the Mettoys
factory on the Fforestfach Industrial
Estate. He had discovered an open
storage shed there, which contained
large boxes of Corgi toy cars. We had to
climb over a fence to get to the shed and
once there, we could fill our pockets with
the toys. We assumed that these were
rejects and that they’d be thrown away,
so we convinced ourselves that we were
helping the company. However, we
didn’t tell our parents, so we knew, in the
back of our minds, we were doing wrong.
I took the record home and loved it—
I still do. If you read this, Bob Overd,
thanks for introducing me to Elvis and
Rock & Roll!
If you have a story about a prized
possession from your schooldays that
you still own, let me know and perhaps
we’ll publish it on the Heirlooms page.
Francis Morgan, Editor
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ODA Notes and Announcements
ODA Annual Reunion Dinner

The Dy’vorian magazine

Following the cancellation of the 24th April
date, we have rescheduled the Dinner at
The Village Hotel for Friday, 30th October
2020 — subject to Lockdown having been lifted.
Keith Ferguson will be inaugurated as ODA
President at the Dinner.
A MailChimp email will be sent to members
nearer the date to confirm the arrangements;
in the meantime, if there are any queries about
the Dinner, please contact Keith Ferguson.
KeithODA1958@outlook.com

Both the Printing Department at the University
and our fulfilment house are closed at the
present, so we have to wait for them to open
again before we can promise a hard copy of the
next edition of The Dy’vorian. Hopefully, this
will happen before the end of the year.
We would like to invite your photos etc. of
experiences in Lockdown to record both in the
magazine and on our website.
dynevor@francis-morgan.com

ODA Golf Day

The Redesigned ODA Website

Peter Samuel will be in touch with participants
once the new arrangements are known.
pete.sam@talktalk.net

With the aim of creating an archive of
Dynevor-related material, the Committee
commissioned a re-design of the https://
dynevorrevisited.org.uk/ website. This is now
available online and accessible for members to
browse at their leisure.  
The appearance has changed noticeably and
offers a clear and easy-to-use layout
incorporating the old school colours. Some new
content has been added and this will continue
to grow as the role of the archive is developed
further. Functionally, the archive retains many
features found on the former site, but it now
offers improved searchability by Keyword.
An exciting development is how content may
now be accessed on the new website. Using the
sub-menu in the top right corner (the “Find”
button), documents may now be researched in
greater depth which is a particular benefit when
exploring The Dy’vorian Magazine (TOD) and
the School Magazine sections.
We trust that members will continue to enjoy
the new Dy’vorian website … with comments
and suggestions for improvement always being
welcome via website@dynevorrevisited.org.uk
With Best Wishes,
The ODA Committee

Balconiers’ Day at St Helens
This was intended to be on Monday 29th June,
but as county cricket has not restarted, it is now
cancelled. This was to have been the last ODA
Balconiers’ Day organised by Ken Sharpe
before retiring from the role. We thank Ken for
arranging this event for us for many years.

Rock Night
Following the success of Rock Night last year,
it was planned to arrange a similar event this
year, but due to Lockdown, details of the event
are left pending. Jeff Vaughan will make an
announcement once arrangements are firm.
jeffvaughan1@virginmedia.com

Events at Dynevor
Lectures and Meetings (including the ODA
AGM) cannot be held until UWTSD reopens.
There is no indication yet as to when this
might be.
phillipdavies47@btinternet.com
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ODA Directory
President: Rev. John Walters
jphwalters12@gmail.com
07980511925

Annual Dinner:
Keith Ferguson

KeithODA1958@outlook.com
07790002553

Vice President: Keith Ferguson

Jeff Vaughan

Past President: Keith Evans

Golf Day: Peter Samuel
pete.sam@talktalk.net
01792 230076

Secretary: Phill Davies

Communication & Website:
Keith Evans

KeithODA1958@outlook.com
07790002553

keith_evans4@sky.com
07531540002

phillipdavies47@btinternet.com
01792 883978

Treasurer & Ties: Steve Way

steveway156@gmail.com
07720251639

Membership & Golf: Peter Samuel
pete.sam@talktalk.net
01792 230076

London & S.E.Liaison:
Lyn Thomas
imt4708@gmail.com
07850797587

jeff@waveair.co.uk
07810575703

keith_evans4@sky.com
07531540002

Archivist: Roger Williams

rogerwilliams27kn@gmail.com
07876640853

Balconiers: Ken Sharpe

ken.sharpe@btinternet.com
01432 359990

TOD Editor: Francis Morgan
dynevor@francis-morgan.com

Please submit copy for the next edition to the editor by 1st November 2020:
dynevor@francis-morgan.com

http://www.facebook.com
@DynevorRevisited

@DynevorSchool

